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We derive the “conservation law” for nematic polymers in tensorial form valid for quadrupolar
orientational order in contradistinction to the conservation law in the case of polar orientational
order. Due to microscopic differences in the coupling between the orientational field deformations
and the density variations for polar and quadrupolar order, we find that respective order param-
eters satisfy fundamentally distinct constraints. Being necessarily scalar in its form, the tensorial
conservation law is obtained straightforwardly from the gradients of the polymer nematic tensor
field and connects the spatial variation of this tensor field with density variations. We analyze the
differences between the polar and the tensorial forms of the conservation law, present some explicit
orientational fields that satisfy this new constraint and discuss the role of singular “hairpins”, which
do not affect local quadrupolar order of polymer nematics, but nevertheless influence its gradients.
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
In polymer nematics, deformations of orientational order are inextricably linked to density. Splay deformations
necessarily introduce local changes in polymer density, which become progressively more expensive as chain length
grows [1–7]. In the continuous limit of long chains this coupling between the polymer density and orientational fields
is described by an analogue of the continuity equation for the nematic director field n [8, 9],
∇ · (ρsn) = 0, (1)
where ρs is the areal number density of chains crossing the plane perpendicular to the director field [1]. The constraint
imposed by the polar nematic order can be interpreted as the continuity condition for a “polymer current density”
j = ρsn and the only difference w.r.t. the usual continuity equation is that in this case j does not describe a rate
(there is no time derivative involved in its definition), i.e., we are observing the number of chains perforating the
perpendicular plane rather than the number of particles crossing it per unit time. The analogy comes fully into life
if one relaxes the condition |n| = 1 and takes into account the variable degree of nematic order. Then one can define
the complete nematic polymer current density [8, 9] j(x) = ρ(x) `0 a(x) that obeys the conservation law
∇ · j = ρ+ − ρ−, (2)
with ρ(x) the volume number density of monomers (or any arbitrarily defined chain segments), `0 the corresponding
monomer length, and ρ±(x) the volume number density of the beginnings (ρ+) and the ends (ρ−) of the chains. The
non-unit nematic vector order parameter a is defined as the average of the monomer unit vectors dα, a = 〈dα〉 =
〈dα ·n〉n, where n is a unit polar nematic director and 〈dα ·n〉 is the degree of polar order. The areal number density
of perforating chains ρs in Eq. (1) is thus ρs = ρ`0|a|. The continuity equation (2) for the polymer current presents
a coupling of the director splay deformation and the variation of the density, which in the infinite chain limit ρ± = 0
strictly follows the constraint
ρ∇ · a+ a · ∇ρ = 0. (3)
Note that this constraint involves also the variations of the degree of order |a|, besides the splay deformation of the
director field.
While previous theoretical treatments have focused on the structure of polar chain order and the consequent
constraints for the vector order parameter, in this paper we consider the consequences of microscopic chain constructure
for the quadrupolar order of a true polymer nematic, which respects the symmetry of local reversal of chain orientation
(dα → −dα). Unlike the polar state, nematic is described by a tensorial order parameter Q [10]
Qij =
3
2
(
〈dαi dαj 〉 −
1
3
δij
)
. (4)
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FIG. 1: Director field (schematic) of the +1/2 and +1 disclinations. A cross section perpendicular to the disclination line of
the wedge type is shown; (a) is possible only in the quadrupolar phase.
(a) no hairpins (b) hairpins
FIG. 2: A schematic representation of perfectly ordered chains with and without hairpin turns: neglecting the U-turn regions
in (b), the orientational order is the same in both cases, if the chain possesses inversion symmetry, while the configurations are
physically different with respect to the connectivity.
The most obvious difference between the polar and the quadrupolar phases is the existence of ±1/2 disclinations
in the latter, Fig. 1. Even in the global or local absence of topological defects where the Q-tensor is uniaxial and
expressed by the polar nematic director n,
Qij =
3S
2
(
ninj − 1
3
δij
)
, S =
3
2
(
〈(dα · n)2〉 − 1
3
)
, (5)
there exist microscopic differences between the polar and a quadrupolar phases beyond the n ↔ −n symmetry of
the latter. Namely, for a polymer the notion of polarity is slightly more delicate, as only the orientational part
of the ordering is captured by the nematic order parameter, but not the chain connectivity. When the underlying
building element itself (the monomer) is nonpolar and thus the phase cannot exhibit any polar orientational order
by construction, the underlying chain connectivity may exhibit a rich spectrum of states distinguished in terms
of microscopic configurations of “hairpins”, Fig. 2. In the quadrupolar phase the hairpins can be present without
destroying or altering the orientational order, but certainly not in the polar phase [2]. Hairpins are not defects of the
average mesoscopic orientational field, but rather microscopic wiggles not captured by the mesoscopic order parameter.
Hence, even in the simple uniaxial case in which the quadrupolar and polar phases look macroscopically alike, one
anticipates that the coupling of the orientational field deformations and the density variations will be different. As
the nematic polymer current density and the continuity equation it satisfies (2) are vectorial in nature, they cannot
be applied directly to the quadrupolar case, where the vector a cannot be defined. The question thus arises what is
the correct form of the ordering constraint valid for polymer chains with inversion symmetry and the flexibility to
make hairpin turns. Moreover, we are led to ask what operators, if not the nematic order parameter tensor itself,
carry information about the distribution of microscopic hairpins, whose energy cost is clearly not encoded in smooth
distortions of the mean orientation n. In this paper, we derive the constraint that must be satisfied by the nematic
order parameter of chain systems exhibiting states of quadrupolar orientational order.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present the conservation law obeyed by the
nematic order parameter for polymers, and in Sec. III, we analyze how hairpins that do not contribute to the local
value of the quadrupolar order parameter nevertheless influence its gradients. In Sec. IV we analyze example textures
to highlight differences in the mesoscopic textures exhibited by conserved polar and quadrupolar polymer phases and
conclude with a brief discussion of the consequences of the nematic conservation law.
3II. DERIVATION OF A TENSORIAL CONSERVATION LAW
For the sake of comparison we begin with a derivation of the vectorial conservation law for polar polymer order.
First we define a collection of microscopic fields, where the integral is performed over the polymer contour x(s): the
microscopic polymer areal density field
ρmic(x) =
∫
x(s)
ds δ(x− x(s)), (6)
the microscopic polymer nematic vector field
jmici (x) =
∫
x(s)
ds δ(x− x(s)) ti(x(s)), with ti(x(s)) = dxi(s)
ds
, (7)
the microscopic polymer nematic tensor field
J˜micij (x) =
∫
x(s)
ds δ(x− x(s)) 32 ti(x(s))tj(x(s)), (8)
and its traceless version
Jmicij (x) =
∫
x(s)
ds δ(x− x(s)) 32
[
ti(x(s))tj(x(s))− 13δij
]
= J˜micij (x)− 12δijρmic(x). (9)
Let f(x(s)) be any (scalar, vector, or tensor) function of the position on the polymer x(s), and Fmic the associated
microscopic field,
Fmic(x) =
∫
x(s)
ds δ(x− x(s)) f(x(s)). (10)
Coarse graining Fmic(x) to the mesoscopic volume V centered at x (denoted by ) gives the corresponding
mesoscopic field
F(x) = Fmic(x) =
1
V
∫
V (x)
d3x′ Fmic(x′) =
1
V
∫
x(s)∈V (x)
ds f(x(s)) =
L(x)
V
1
L(x)
∫
x(s)∈V (x)
ds f(x(s)), (11)
where L(x) =
∫
x(s)∈V (x) ds ≡ N(x)`0 is the total length of the polymer within the volume V , which can be expressed
in terms of the segment length `0 and the number of segments N within the volume. Hence, in the continuum spirit
the macroscopic field can be written as
F(x) = ρ(x)`0 f¯(x), with ρ(x) =
N(x)
V
, (12)
where ρ(x) is the (mesoscopic) number density of segments and
f¯(x) =
1
L(x)
∫
x(s)∈V (x)
ds f(x(s)) (13)
is the (mesoscopic) average of f(x(s)) (the nematic vector a or nematic tensor Q order parameters in what follows).
For f(x(s)) = 1 one obtains from Eq. (12) correctly that the mesoscopic version of the microscopic density as defined
in Eq. (6) is ρ`0. In the vector case, Eq. (7), one gets the mesoscopic polymer current density
j = jmic = ρ`0a, a =
1
L(x)
∫
x(s)∈V (x)
ds t(x(s)) = 〈dα〉, (14)
which is in accord with the definition of the nematic polymer current density in Sec. I. In the traceless tensor case,
Eq. (9), the mesoscopic field is the following:
J = Jmic = ρ`0Q, Qij =
1
L(x)
∫
x(s)∈V (x)
ds 32
[
ti(x(s))tj(x(s))− 13δij
]
= 32
(〈dαi dαj 〉 − 13δij) , (15)
4where Qij agrees with the definition of the nematic order tensor in Eq. (4).
As promised, let us first briefly recapitulate the derivation of the vectorial conservation law. The divergence of the
microscopic nematic vector field, Eq. (7), is given by
∂ij
mic
i (x) =
∫
x(s)
ds ∂jδ(x− x(s)) tj(x(s)) =
∫
x(s)
ds
∂
∂xj
δ(x− x(s))dxj(s)
ds
= −
∫
x(s)
ds
∂
∂xj(s)
δ(x− x(s))dxj(s)
ds
=
= −
∫
x(s)
ds
d
ds
δ(x− x(s)) = δ(x− x(0))− δ(x− x(L)), (16)
where L is the total length of the chain. As a side remark one can trivially conclude from this that∫
d3x ∂ij
mic
i (x) = 0, (17)
since every polymer chain needs to have a beginning and an end.
The corresponding mesoscopic relation for the divergence of the microscopic nematic vector field is obtained by
coarse graining Eq. (16). As the coarse-graining and ∇ commute, i.e., ∂iu = ∂i u for any function u(x), one gets
straightforwardly, ∂ij
mic
i = ∂i j
mic
i = ∂iji(x) and thus the coarse-grained version of Eq. (16) is the polymer vector
current conservation law, Eq. (2).
Let us now turn to the tensorial case. We proceed by first taking the following contraction of the microscopic
polymer nematic tensor field (8):
∂i∂j J˜
mic
ij (x) =
∫
x(s)
ds
dxi(s)
ds
dxj(s)
ds
∂2
∂xi(s)∂xj(s)
δ(x− x(s)) =
∫
x(s)
ds
d2
ds2
δ(x− x(s)). (18)
As a side remark it follows straightforwardly from here that if integrated over the whole volume∫
d3x ∂i∂j J˜
mic
ij (x) = 0, (19)
in complete analogy with Eq. (17). Rewriting Eq. (18) as
∂i∂j J˜
mic
ij (x) =
d
ds
δ(x− x(s))|s=L − d
ds
δ(x− x(s))|s=0, (20)
where the integral over the length of the chain goes from 0 to L, we furthermore decompose
d
ds
δ(x− x(s)) = −dxi(s)
ds
∂
∂xi
δ(x− x(s)), (21)
which leads straightforwardly to
∂i∂j J˜
mic
ij (x) = −∇ ·
[
dx
ds
(L)δ(x− x(L))
]
+∇ ·
[
dx
ds
(0)δ(x− x(0))
]
. (22)
By defining the difference of chain orientation at free ends as
δt(x) ≡ t(0)δ(x− x(0))− t(L)δ(x− x(L)), (23)
we obtain
∂i∂j J˜
mic
ij (x) = ∇ · δt(x). (24)
Upon coarse graining
1
V
∫
V (x)
d3x′ δt(x′) = g(x), (25)
where g is the difference of densities of beginnings and ends of chain tangents according to the above convention. If
the system has local non-zero polar order of the free end tangents, g presents an additional macroscopic variable in
5the tensor case, similar to the additional variable in the vector case, ρ± = ρ+ − ρ− while for the case of quadrupolar
order, t→ −t symmetry demands that g = 0.
To make the connection with the nematic tensor order parameter Q, Eqs. (4) and (15), which is traceless by
definition, we rewrite Eq. (24) using Jmic of Eq. (9),
∂i∂jJ
mic
ij +
1
2∇2ρmic = ∇ · δt, (26)
and finally write down the mesoscopic tensor conservation law:
∂i∂jJij +
1
2`0∇2ρ = ∇ · g, (27)
where Jij(x) = ρ(x)`0Qij(x). The tensorial form of the conservation law in Eq. (27) for quadrupolar ordering should
be contrasted with Eq. (2) in the case of polar ordering. In the absence of polar ordering or in the infinite chain limit
g = 0 and Eq. (27) reduces to
∂i∂jJij +
1
2`0∇2ρ = 0. (28)
The tensorial conservation law, Eq. (27), presents a constraint that any configuration of a flexible nematic polymer
must satisfy. Just as the polar constraint in Eq. (2) introduces a coupling between the orientational order parameter
and density variation, the tensorial constraint connects the Q-tensor gradients with the density variations. Not unlike
simulations of polar polymers [8, 9, 11], the constraint of Eq. (28) would need to be enforced in coarse-grained models
of nematic polymers that are based on the nematic Q-tensor.
For small deviations from a homogeneous configuration one can derive a lowest order coupling between the defor-
mations in the density and orientational fields. Let us linearize the constraint of Eq. (28) for the case where deviations
from homogeneous director and density fields keep the nematic ordering uniaxial and its degree S fixed. Assuming
n = eˆz + δn(r), δn = (δnx, δny), ρ = ρ0 + δρ(r) (29)
and the form Qij =
3
2S(ninj − 13δij) for the nematic Q-tensor, the linearization of the tensorial constrain then leads
to
(S + 12 ) ∂
2
zδρ+
1
2 (1− S)∇2⊥δρ+ 3Sρ0 ∂z (∇⊥ · δn) = 0, (30)
where ∇⊥ = (∂/∂x, ∂/∂y). This is to be contrasted with the analogous linearized constraint in the vectorial case,
∂δρ
∂z
+ ρ0a∇⊥ · δn = 0, (31)
with a = an. The latter constraint implies that the splay deformation of the director induces a density gradient
parallel to the director.
Unlike small molecule nematics where density is decoupled from orientational order, the connectivity of the nematic
polymer is reflected in the vectorial (Eqs. (3) and (31)) or in the tensorial constraint, Eqs. (27) and (30). In the
quadrupolar nematic phase, where hairpins may be present or not, Fig. 2, the vectorial and tensorial constraints
represent two limits. In the rigid chain limit, i.e., if the persistence length of the polymer is large compared to the
mesoscopic length (V 1/3, where V is the coarse-graining volume) and the mesoscopic volume is free of hairpins it
is possible to unambiguously, but arbitrarily, assign polar chain orientations so that the ordering of chain tangents
may be described as polar, and the corresponding vectorial constraint is valid. In the flexible chain limit where the
persistence length is small, the hairpins are abundant and it is not possible to uniformly orient tangents, their ordering
is necessarily quadrupolar and hence the tensorial constraint holds.
III. HAIRPINS AND THE TENSORIAL ORDER
The existence of hairpin turns [2] in polymer nematics underlies a key microscopic distinction between (polar) vectorial
and (quadrupolar) tensorial order. In the derivation of Sec. II, there is no explicit constraint on hairpin number or
distribution. Intuitively, on expects that in a physical system, the abundance of hairpins is determined by the ratio
of the mesoscopic (coarse-graining) volume length and the persistence length of the chain. In this section, we argue
that in general hairpin distributions influence gradients of Qij , and under certain restricted conditions, the hairpin
distribution is encoded entirely by mesoscopic order parameter variations.
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FIG. 3: Schematics of hairpin geometry with a (locally) straight chain segment and a hairpin, idealized. Nhp labels the
orientation of the hairpin (dashed segment), and points normal to the chain at maximal curvature. The hairpin orientation is
invariant under flip of the chain direction (t(s) −→ −t(s)). In the case of a point-like hairpin, the tensor order parameter does
not distinguish between the straight chain and the hairpin. The vector order parameter of course does, being finite in the first
case and zero in the second.
It is straightforward to understand the destructive influence of hairpins on polar order by rewriting the definition
of the vector order parameter a, Eq. (14), considering for simplicity only a section of the chain s1 < s < s2 inside
V (x),
a =
1
L
∫
x(s)∈V (x)
ds
dx(s)
ds
(x(s)) =
1
L
[x(s2)− x(s1)] . (32)
It is obvious that a depends only on the end and starting points and the length L of the considered section, but not on
its conformation in between. In particular, bringing the end two points together, e.g., in case of a (nonideal) hairpin,
the polar ordering is identically zero, irrespective of the actual curvature profile of the chain section.
The tensor order parameter, however, is little affected by the hairpins, and in the limit of point-like turns not at
all. Rewriting Eq. (15), again for a chain section of length L inside the mesoscopic volume V (x),
Qij =
1
L
∫
x(s)∈V (x)
ds 32
[
dxi(s)
ds
dxj(s)
ds
− 13δij
]
=
=
3
2
1
L
[
dxi
ds
(s2)xj(s2)− dxi
ds
(s1)xj(s1)−
∫
x(s)∈V (x)
ds
d2xi(s)
ds2
xj(s)
]
− 1
2
δij , (33)
one discerns that besides being dependent on the positions of the end and the starting points of the chain section,
Q depends also on the chain tangents in these points and on the curvature profile of the whole section. Due to the
vanishing arclength of hairpins, it can be easily verified that for a straight hairpin with a point-like U-turn, Eq. (33)
gives a uniaxial Q, Eq. (5), with the degree of ordering S = 1. We note again, therefore, that the Q tensor, describing
the degree of uniaxial ordering and the biaxiality, cannot capture the density of hairpins. In the limit of point-like
turns, Q is not affected by the hairpins at all. Notwithstanding the insensitivity of local value of Q to hairpins, such
configurations are associated with an energy cost. In order to take this energy into account in a continuum description,
an extension to the nematic order parameter would be needed for polymer nematics, describing the magnitude of the
microscopic curvature of the chain.
An illuminating way to single out the effect of hairpins is to consider the extreme case of uniform density and
perfect order. In this case, as it will turn out, the contribution of singular hairpins can be isolated by considering the
gradients of the Q tensor. In order to do that let us introduce the vector field, defined microscopically as
κi
mic(x) =
2
3
∂j J˜
mic
ij (x) =
∫
x(s)
ds ti(s)tj(s) ∂jδ(x− x(s)). (34)
After the integration by parts and application of the Frenet-Serret formulas [12] this can be reduced to
κmic(x) = −δt(x) +
∫
x(s)
ds κ(s)N(s) δ(x− x(s)), (35)
where κ(s) and N(s) are the respective curvature and unit normal of the chain x(s). As above, in the absence of
polar order, the average of δt(x) necessarily vanishes, which implies that coarse-graining κmic gives local mesoscopic
7(a) (b)
FIG. 4: In (a), schematic of hairpins (dotted) as infinitesimal length, ±2 sources or sinks of chain segments, accommodating
director splay at constant chain density. In (b), finite-length loops accommodating an equivalent director splay as in (a).
average of chain curvature, κ(s)N(s). We note, in passing, that the introduction of the curvature field, allows one
reformulate the tensorial conservation law derived above in terms of conserved vector quantity, ∇ · κ = 0.
A point-like hairpin can be defined as a singular region of chain bending which does not alter the mean orientation
or segment density within a coarse-grained volume, Fig. 3. In the limit of vanishing hairpin length, we must have
κ(s)N(s) −→ 2Nhpδ(s − shp) + κns(s)Nns(s), where Nhp is the orientation of a hairpin normal located at shp and
κns(s) and Nns(s) are the curvature and normal of the non-singular (smooth) lengths of the chain that dominate
the local orientational order. For a chain possessing a general distribution of point-like hairpins of orientation Nα
at locations sα, microscopic chain curvatures, Eq. (35), can be decomposed in the same manner which upon coarse-
graining yields the mesoscopic bending field as
κ(x) = h(x) + κns(x), (36)
where κns(x) is the average chain-bending field excluding hairpins and h(x) is the hairpin field defined by
h(x) =
2
V
∑
xα∈V (x)
Nα, (37)
Nα and xα are the respective orientation and position of hairpins.
From the perspective of the local density, order parameter and director fields, ρ(x), S(x) and n(x), respectively, it
is straightforward to show that the mesoscopic bending field is given by
κ = n(n · ∇)(ρ`0S) + 1
3
∇
[
(ρ`0(1− S)
]
+ ρ`0S
[
n(∇ · n) + (n · ∇)n
]
. (38)
Focusing on the extreme case of uniform density and perfect order (ρ = const., S = 1), we notice that κ(x) includes
two components that are parallel and perpendicular to the local director, respectively. The latter contribution,
ρ`0S(n · ∇)n, represents the curvature of the director field itself, and hence, its square is a familiar representation
of the bending energy density in the Frank elastic energy. For the case of perfect, uniform density order, all lengths
contributing to Q tensor are in perfect alignment with n, hence the normal to non-singular spans, Nns(s), is uniformly
perpendicular to the director. Likewise, as all hairpins are joined to uniformly oriented non-singular segments, the
hairpin normals lie parallel to the non-singular segments, contributing only in the n direction. Therefore, in the case
of uniform density and perfect orientational order we can unambiguously make the identification
ρ`0Sn(∇ · n) = h(x) and ρ`0S(n · ∇)n = κns(x). (39)
Thus, we can directly relate the splay of the director field to the local density of hairpins [13], which act as ±2 sources
and sinks of smoothly configured chains (see Fig. 4a).
In the more general case of arbitrary variations in density and order parameter it is not possible to decouple the
contributions of hairpins and finite-length loops, both of which facilitate splay (see Fig. 4b). Nevertheless, as a
measure of the average chain curvature, κ(x) retains considerably more microscopic information than the curvature
of the mean orientation field, ρ`0S(n · ∇)n.
8IV. VECTORIAL VS. TENSORIAL CONSTRAINT
Here, we compare the consequences of the tensorial conservation law, Eq. (28), and the vectorial one, Eq. (3), in the
simplest limit. We assume that the degree of the nematic order and the density are fixed, corresponding to the limit of
weak director field deformations that are in addition such as to keep the density constant. Using the uniaxial Q-tensor
Ansatz Eq. (5) in Eq. (28) and setting ∇S = ∇ρ = 0, one gets the minimal form of the tensorial conservation law:
∂i∂jninj = ∇ ·
[
n(∇ · n) + (n · ∇)n
]
= 0, (40)
as a contrast to the vectorial conservation law in the same limit, which requires simply the absence of splay,
∇ · n = 0. (41)
Thus, already in this limit the constraints are quite different.
We can find a simple solution of Eq. (40) with cylindrical symmetry, in polar coordinates (r, φ):
n = eˆr cosψ(r) + eˆφ sinψ(r), (42)
where ψ is the angle between eˆr and n. Because the φ-derivative of any vector component is zero due to the cylindrical
symmetry of the ansatz, the divergence in Eq. (40) involves only the radial component of the vector n(∇·n)+(n ·∇)n.
Then we have
eˆr · n(∇ · n) = cosψ 1
r
∂
∂r
(r cosψ), (43)
eˆr · (n · ∇)n =
(
cosψ
∂ cosψ
∂r
− sin
2 ψ
r
)
(44)
and so Eq. (40) assumes the form
1
r
∂
∂r
[
cosψ
∂
∂r
(r cosψ) + r cosψ
∂ cosψ
∂r
− sin2 ψ
]
= 0. (45)
Integrating and writing the second term in the form of the first one, one finds the solutions
cos2 ψ = A+
B
r2
, (46)
where A and B are constants. The divergence of this director field is
∇ · n = 1
r
∂
∂r
(r cosψ) = ± A√
Ar2 +B
, (47)
which is nonzero if A 6= 0. This contrasts with the vectorial constraint, Eq. (41).
Generally, let the configuration be defined for r1 < r < r2 and ψ(r1) = ψ1, ψ(r2) = ψ2, then
A =
(r2 cosψ2)
2 − (r1 cosψ1)2
r22 − r21
, (48)
B =
(r1r2)
2
r22 − r21
(cos2 ψ1 − cos2 ψ2). (49)
In the special case when r2 →∞, putting ψ2 = ψ∞, we have A = cos2 ψ∞ and B = r21(cos2 ψ1− cos2 ψ∞) so that the
solution is
cos2 ψ = cos2 ψ∞ + (cos2 ψ1 − cos2 ψ∞)r
2
1
r2
(50)
and the divergence of the director field is nonzero if cosψ∞ 6= 0, i.e., if the director at r →∞ is not tangential. Some
of the solutions in Eq. (50) are presented in Fig. 5.
Let us relate this solution to the free energy minimum in one elastic constant approximation, which satisfies
n · ∇2n = 0, or ∇2θ = 0, (51)
9(a) A = 0, B = 1 (b) A = 1, B = −1 (c) A = 0.5, B = 0.5 (d) A = 0.5, B = −0.5
FIG. 5: Director field streamlines of some solutions (50) of the constraint (40): (a) if n is tangential at r →∞, the configuration
is divergence-free for any ψ1, whereas (b) if n is radial at r →∞, there is no bend deformation for any ψ1 — both is revealed
nicely by the streamlines. In (c) and (d), ψ∞ = 45◦; ψ can either increase (c) or decrease (d) with r.
with the parametrization n = eˆx cos θ + eˆy sin θ. The solution of the above equation with cylindrical symmetry as
before, thus with ψ(r) = θ(r)− φ, is
ψ(r) = C ln
r
r1
+D, (52)
where C and D are constants. Hence, the family of solutions with the cylindrical symmetry that both satisfy the
tensorial conservation law, Eq. (40), and minimize the one elastic constant free energy at the same time is
ψ = const., (53)
Fig. 6. Among these, only the solution ψ = pi/2 (the circular disclination) has no splay and is thus the only allowed in
the vectorial case. In contrast, the tensorial conservation law allows solutions with an arbitrary constant ψ. Coil-like
solutions with ψ close to pi/2, Fig. 6c, are easily imagined to be formed by a single polymer chain. One has to bear in
mind though that the figures show the director field, not the chain(s) — these must make hairpins microscopically to
accommodate the splay at the constant density. In light of the discussion of the previous section, in the extreme case
of uniform, perfect order, the local concentration and orientation of hairpins is directly proportional to local splay,
n(∇ · n).
(a) A = 0, B = 0 (b) A = 1, B = 0 (c) A = 0.026, B = 0 (d) A = 0.5, B = 0
FIG. 6: Director field streamlines of some configurations with ψ = const, which satisfy the constraint (40) and at the same
time minimize the one-elastic-constant free energy. Only the circular configuration (a) has no splay. The coil-like configuration
(c) is splayed only weakly.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have derived the appropriate constraint for the (mesoscopic) nematic tensor field valid in the case of nematic
polymers. The constraint bares some resemblance to the case of a polar order but is in general fundamentally
different. The two descriptions differ most clearly in their treatment of the hairpin configurations. While the tensor
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order parameter does not distinguish between the straight chain and the hairpin, the vector order parameter does,
being finite in the first case and zero in the second.
The new tensorial order parameter constraint should be included in all mesoscopic descriptions of nematic ordering
of stiff polymer chains such as DNA that are known to make nematic phases and cannot be captured in the polar
description. In particular, boundary conditions necessarily introduce topological defects into the configuration of
spherically-confined polymer nematics [14]. Since a vector order parameter cannot describe the full defect spectrum
of a nematic (disclinations of charge ±1/2, ±1, ...), it is expected that equilibria of vector and tensor models of
confined polymers exhibit markedly distinct topologies. The full consequences of this new constraint in particular in
the case of confined nematic polymer liquid crystals remain to be explored.
The derived constraint for the (mesoscopic) nematic tensor field also opens up a full Landau-de Gennes description
of polymer ordering based on an analogy with simple nematogens. The free energy Ansatz is in fact the same but
among all the possible solutions only those that satisfy the new constraints are physically admissible. Furthermore we
found out that as a measure of the average chain curvature, the mesoscopic bending field retains considerably more
microscopic information than the curvature of the mean orientational field. Order parameters and their invariants
based on the mesoscopic bending field rather than the standard Frank elastic form could capture the energetics of
microscopic chain configurations, like singular hairpins, underlying the mesoscopic order of nematic polymers. We
intend to pursue these lines of thought in a subsequent publication.
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